
OAT/PROGRAMMING MEETING         July 24, 2017         1:00pm            Round-Up Room 
 
In attendance:  Keith Fowler, Chair; Sherry Hayes, Kurt Hauswirth, Stephanie Rogall, Maggie 
Wright, Linda Campbell, George Kuchtyak, Brian Eichelberger, Debbie King, Ruthann Peirona  
This symbol >>>> indicates action required 
 
 
Still off the air.  Cables are in but the weather is holding back the repair.  Plan to complete ASAP 
this week. 
 
Previously received the “Molly and Bess” Show Proposal and approved concepts.  They took 
Studio B to work with at home.  They still want help with home production and use of 
“Audacity”.  Chuck had volunteered to assist them but concerns over equipment leave them with 
many questions.  Keith apologized for any misunderstandings and don’t want them 
overwhelmed. Suggested it might be better to have them come to the studio and begin by using 
the studio’s equipment, which they can still learn from and apply at home.  Also showed them 
the “Procedures” book that includes information on how to do a show and many other tips for 
production.  Keith scheduled Tuesday, Aug. 8 at 1:00pm to meet with Deborah and Ruthann for 
studio training.  
 
Keith requesting others to conduct interviews.  Maggie is going to interview the “Voices” of 
KSCW.  Maggie thought Larry was going to collect candidates for interviews but where is 
Larry?  >>>Any candidates for Community Chat can go to Maggie in about 2 weeks for 
follow-up. 
 
Keith and Sherry away July 30 – Aug 6.  All programming for two weeks will be loaded on 
Thursday July 27.  >>>Please make sure your show information is in the book with show 
number.  >>>Kurt will chair meeting next week and provide Linda with meeting notes to be 
posted.  >>>Dwight will load the “Linda Lee” show for Aug. 6. 
 
Deborah and Ruthann asked if their show can have a theme song?  Of course, most of the other 
shows have their own theme song and they can think about what they would like.  Their total 
show time is somewhat flexible and be 5-6-7 minutes total. 
 
Regarding Podcasts, please review the Feb 27 meeting notes online for details and keep George 
in the loop with what you want available for Podcasts.  
Much discussion ensued regarding Podcasts, their purpose, streaming, FM.  >>>Decision to have 
each show host put together a demo of their show to be available on Podcast as a sample.  Demo 
should be 3-5 minute max, email to George at suncitywestradio@gmail.com . 
 
>>>Keith asked that at next weeks meeting, the group look for someone to take over as Chair of 
this committee (On-Air Talent and Programming Committee).  Keith is going to step back to his 
consulting, programming and his own show roles as his priority to the club.  He’s still happy to 
help when available in any other capacity and appreciates all the past cooperation and guidance 
from others. 
 
Next meeting July 31, 1:00pm 
 
Meeting adjourned 2:02pm 
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